
UN CHIEN ANDALOU

Original Shooting Script
by Luis Bufiuel and Salvador Dali

ONCEUPONATIME...
A balcony. Nlght.A man is sharpening arazor by the balcony.
The man looks through a window at the sky and sees . . .

A light cloud passing across the face of the full moon.
Then the head of a young woman with wide-open eyes. The
blade of the razor moves towards one of her eyes.
The light cloud now moves across thc face of the moon. The
razor-blade slices the eye of the young woman, dividing it.

EIGHT YEARS LATER

A deserted road. It is raining.
A man, dressed in a dark-grey suit and riding a bicycle,
appears. The man's head, back and waist are decked in
white frills. A rectangular box with black-and-white diagonal
stripes hangs from a thong on his chest. The man's feet pedal
automatically and he is not holding the handlebars : his
hands are resting on his knees. Medium shot of him seen
from behind, then shot of him superimposed on shot of the
street, down which he is cycling with his back to c:rmera.
He cycles towards camera until the striped box fills the
screen.

A room on the third floor of a building overlooking the street,
A young woman in a brightly-coloured dress is sitting in the
centre of the room; she is absorbed in reading a book. She
gives a start, listens for something and throws the book
onto a nearby couch. The book remains opened on a repro-
duction of Vermeer's'The Lace-Maker.'The young \troman
is now convinced that something interesting is taking place;
she gets up, haU-turns and walks quickly over to the window.
The cyclist has just stopped, below in the street. Out of
sheer inertia, without trying to keep his balance, he topples



(,v('r' into thc muddy gutter.
t hc young woman, looking resentful and outraged, dashes
out of the room and down the stairs.
Close-up of the cyclist lying on the ground, expressionless, in
exactly the same position as when he fell.
The young woman runs out of the house towards him and
throws herself on him to kiss him passionately on the lips, the
eyes and the nose.
It is now raining so hard that the rain blots out what is
happening on screen.
Dissolve to the box : its diagonal stripes are superimposed on
the diagonal lincs of falling rain. Hands holding a little key
open the box and pull out a tie wrapped in striped tissue

PaPer.
The rain, the box, the tissue paper, and the tie make up a
pattern of diagonal stripes of varying sizes.

The same room.
The young woman is standing by the bed, looking at the
various items worn by the cyclist - frilly cuffs, box, starched
collar and plain black tie. All these things are laid out on the
bed as though they were being worn by someone lying on the
bed. The young woman finally decides to reach out and she
picks up the collar, removes the plain tie from it, and puts in
its place the striped tie which she has just taken out of the
box. She then puts the collar back where it was and sits down
by the bed like someone at a vigil. The blanket and pillow
on the bed are slightly rumpled as though a body really was
lying there.
The young woman seems to be aware of someone standing
behind her and she turns to see who it is. Without showing
any surprise, she sees that it is the same man, no longer
wearing any of the items that are laid out on the bed. He is
looking at something on his right palm with great concen-
tration and some distress.
The young woman goes over to him and also looks at what
he has in his hand.
Close-up of the hand full of ants crawling out of a black hole
in the palm. None of the ants fall off.
Dissolve to the hairs on the armpit of a young woman who is
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lying on a beach in the sunshine. Dissolve to the undulating
tproo of a sea-urchin. Dissolve to the head of a girl seen
directly from above. This shot is taken as though through
the iris of an eye: the iris opcns to reveal a group of people
standing around th. grl and trying to pursh &eir way through
a police barrier.
In the middle of the circle, the young girl is using a srick to
try and pick up a severed hand with painted fingernails which
is lying on the ground. A policeman goes up to her and begins
rebuking her. He leans down, picks up the hand, wraps it
up carefully and puts it irxide the striped box which had been
hanging round the cyclist's neck. He hands the box over to
the girl; she thanks him and he salutes.
As the policeman gives her the box, she seems to be completely
carried away by a strange emotion and is oblivious of every-
thing that is going on around her. It is as though she were
listening to some distant religious music, perhaps music she
heard when she was a child.
The crowd's curiosity has died down. People are moving off
in all directions.
The couple has been looking at the scene from behind the
window on ttre third floor all this time. We can see them
through the window, from which we too have been watching
the end of the scene. When the policeman gives the box to
the young girl, the two people in the room also seem over-
whelmed with the same emotion. They nod as though in
rhythm to that distant music which only the young girl can
hear.
The man looks at the young woman and makes a gesture as
though to say, ' You see ? Ddn't I tell you ? '
She looks down at the street again, where the young girl, all
alone now, stands as if rooted to the spot, incapable of moving,
as cars drive past her at great speed. Suddenly one of the cars
runs her over and leaves her lying in the street, horribly
mangled.
The man, with the determination of someone who feels sure
of his rights, goes over to the young woman and, after staring
at her lustfully with rolling eyes, grabs her breasts through her
dress.
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Close-up of the man's hands fondling the breasts which appear
through the dress. The man's face has a terrible look, almost
of mortal anguish, and a stream o{ blood-flecked saliva begins
to run out of the corner of his mouth onto the naked breasts.
The breasts disappear to become a pair of thighs which the
man kneads.
His expression has changed. His eyes now shine with cruelty
and lust. His mouth, which was wide open, now puckers up
like an anus.
The young woman moves back towards the centre of the
room, followed by the man, still in the same state.
She suddenly breals his hold on her and escapes from his
grasp.
The man's mouth tightens with anger. The young woman
realizes that a really disagreeable and violent scene is about
to take place.
She inches away until she reaches a corner of the room where
she crouches behind a little table.
The man, now looking like the villain in a melodrama,looks
around, trying to find something. He sees a piece of rope lying
on the floor and picks it up with his right hand. He then
gropes about with his left hand and picks up another identical.
piece of rope.
The young woman, glued to the wall, lools with horror at
what he is doing.
The man begins advancing towards her, pulling at the rope
and making a great effort to drag whatever is attached to the
roPcs.
First we see a cork, then a melon, then two Catholic priests,
then finally, two magnificent grand pianos containing the
carcasses of two donkeys. Their feet, tails, mmps and
excrement are spilling out of the lids. As one of the grand
pianos is pulled past the carnera, we can see the big head of
one of the donkeys hangrng down over the keyboard.
The man pulls at this with great difficulty, straining
desperately towards the young woman, knocking over chairs,
tables, a standing lamp and other objects in his path. The
rumps of the donkeys get caught in everything. A stripped
bone hits the light hanging from the ceiling, so that it rocls

from side to side until the end of the scene.
When the man is just about to reach the young woman, she

rushes out of the room. Her attacker lets go of the ropes and
hurls himself after her. The young woman manages to get
out of the room into the next one, but not quickly enough
to slam the door shut. The man's hand is trapped in the
door, caught in the jamb.
In the other room, the young woman pulls harder and
harder at the door, watching the fingers of the hand moving
painfully and slowly as the ants begin crawling out of the palm
onto the door. The young woman turns away to Iook at the
room, which is identical to the previous one except that
different lighting gives it a different app€arance: the youne
woman. ..
The same bed is there, with the same man lying on it, the
one who has still got his hand in the door. He is wearing
the frills and the box lies on his chest. He does not move at all,
but stares with wide-open eyes which seem to be saying,
' Something really extraordinary is just about to happen ! '

AT THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING

A stranger, seen from the back, is stopping on the landing
outside the apartment. He rings the bell. Unlike in other
silent films of the period, we do not see the actual electric bcll
ringing inside the room. Instead, we see two hands shaking a
silver cocktail shaker through two holes cut in the door,
immediately after the doorbell has been rung.
The man lying on the bed in the room gives a start. Tht:
young woman goes to open the door.
The stranger goes directly over to the bed and commands the
man lying down to get up. The man is so reluctant to do this
that the strang€r is obliged to grab his cuffs and force him
to rise.
The newcomer tears off the man's frills one by one and hurls
them out of the window along with the striped box and thc
thong which the man tries vainly to save from the catastrophe .

He then orders the man to go and stand against one of the
walls of the room as a punishment.



'I'hc stranger has done all this with his back to the camera.
Only now docs he turn around for the first time to go and
fctch something in another part of the room.
At that irstant, the shot goes out of focus. The stranger move:
in slow motion and we see that his features are identical to
those of the first man. They are the same person, except that
the stranger is younger, more full of pathos, rather like the
man must have been many years earlier.

SIXTEEN YEARS BEFORE

The stranger walks across the room, while the camera tracks
back to reveal him in medium close-up. He is walking
towards an old school desk which now comes into shot. There
are various school things lying about on the desk, including
two books. The placing of the objects must have a clear and
symbolic meaning.
The stranger picks up the bools and turns to go back towards
the man. In that instant, the shot ceases to be out of focus and
in slow motion, and goes back to normal.
When the stranger reaches the spot where the other man is
standing, he orders him to stretch out his arms in the shape
of a cross and places a book in each of the man's hands,
ordering him to keep this position as a punishment.
The man lools vicious and treacherous as he turns to face the
stranger. The books he is holding begin to change into two
revolvers.
The stranger looks at the man with an expression of ever-
increasing tenderness.
The man threatens the stranger with his guns, forcing him to
put his hands up. In spite of this, the first man fires both
revolvers.
\,{edium close-up of the stranger falling to the ground.
mortally wounded, an expresion of pain contorting his
features (the photography is once again out of focu-s and in
even slower motion).
In the distance, we see the wounded man, no longer inside
the room, but in a park. By him sits a woman with bare
shoulders. her back turned to the camera, leaning slightlv

forward.
As he falls, the wounded man trics to grasp and stroke the
woman's bare shoulden; one of his trembling hands is turned
inwards, while the other lightly claws at the bare skin. The
man finally falls to the ground.
Long shot: a few passers-by and a policeman rush over to
the man, pick him up and carry him off through the noods,
just as a lame man comes into shot.
Cut back to the same room. The door in which the man's
hand was caught now operui slowly. The young woman
appears. She closes the door behind her and carefully
cxamines the wall against which the murderer was just
standing.
The man is no longer there. The wall is blank; there is no
furniture nor decoration on it. The young woman makes a
gesture of annoyance and impatience.
Shot of the wall again. There is a small black spot in the
middle of it.
This little spot, seen closer in, is a dcath's head rnoth. Close-up
of the moth, large close-up of the death's head on its back.
The death's head covers the whole screen.
Medium close-up of the man who was wearing the frills. He
suddenly claps his hand to his mouth as though his teeth u'ere
falling out. The young woman looks at him disdainfully.
When the man takes his hand away, we see his mouth has

disappeared. The young woman seems to say to hirn, ' Well,
and afterwards? ' Then she redoes her lips with her lipstick.
On the man's face, hairs are growing in the place where his
mouth used to be. When the young woman notices, she

stifles a cry and quickly Iooks at her armpit which is com-
pletely hairless. She scornfully thrusts out her tongue at the
man, throws a shawl over her shoulders and opens the
door. She walks out of the door into the next room lr,hich is

a vast beach.
A man is waiting by the edge of the sea. This man and the
young woman seem happy to see each other; they wander off
together down the beach, following the waterline.
Shot of their legs and the waves at their feet.
Camera tracks after the couple. The waves gentlv wash up


